
MEMO. OS DEI. HD/C0H8T. BAARTMAI. 

This witness testified to three ratetings, 
Bos. 251» 252 and 255., all held in the Location at 
Bloemfontein, and he seems to be a fairly accurate 
reporter in Ion' hand* Mis evidence does not appear to 
be of much importance other than to link up some of 
the accused with the Congress movements. Evidence is at 
p. 3794 * 3796 (V.19), p. 3800 (V.20). 

f»-oJHTCWW, 

wmm 
(163)» "We shall be non-violent until we get our 

freedora".•.. p. 3797. (V.19). 

J. MAUMAHB 
"Congress will never land you in trouble. I 
know this be ause our policy is non-violent and 
we are not planning to overthrow the vovt. nor 
are we conspirators". (p. 3302 (V.20). ) 
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